Coin Trading School: Founded in 2017 to help traders educate themselves on the ins
and outs of the cryptocurrency markets.
Ben Brinneman founder of C Squared Trading, DoFunnels, 6 figure successful Amazon
stores, Automation Lover, Serial Entrepreneur, Featured at Marketwatch, Guest
Authored at The Street.com and most importantly, Believer, Proud Dad of 2 beautiful
babies, and husband to an amazing wife!
I love drones, alexa, used to be a top trials biker in the country, speak two languages
(french/english) and looove sushi.
● I like to donate funds to various organizations to help get the addicted back on
their feet. http://charlotterescuemission.org/ is our favorite one so far! Incredible
stories of people's lives actually changing.

Let’s start off and give you the landscape of what is happening in the Crypto World.
Cryptocurrencies are shooting to the moon but before you go bananas and just jump in
any one of them, I want to give you a couple pages on how to best research, chart, and
select them. And most importantly some rules to guide you to success
Then I want to give you my favorite 2 picks. You can go here to get video explanation of
one of these picks.
Cryptocurrencies are soaring and causing the entire world to have heard about it. In fact
it is creating what us traders call FOMO (fear of missing out). You want to try and avoid
this as it causes you to get in without thinking.

FOMO is actually a beautiful thing for us too. We can use it to our advantage. We can
get in coins early and let the madness of crowds drive it way higher.
Leave the emotions out and first do your homework.
Once your homework is complete then I recommend holding these coins and not selling
as I believe we have another year left of this hype. (Written December 12 2017)
Now is the time to take action. Lets dive into what to look at when evaluating some of
these coins.
BITCOIN:
Take a look at bitcoin, it has run from $400 to $17,000 this year. I think it still has a ton
more room to go but I also think you will see much much larger percentage winners in
the ALT coins. The ALT or alternative coins are anything except bitcoin at this point.
ETHEREUM: (my favorite) ($350 at the time of writing)
Etherium is a platform where programmers go and code, or develop other coins on their
platform. In fact about 90% of all the other coins out there are programmed on the
Ethereum platform and therefore are called ether coins.
LITECOIN: (2nd favorite) ($100 at the time of writing)
Litecoin is basically a duplicate of Bitcoin but it has much faster settling and transacting
times. So Litecoin and Bitcoin are currencies as an underlying tool. And Etherium is a
business or project as they call them as the underlying tool or asset. All three are
projects as they have developers working on them constantly. Making them more
secure, scaleable.. Able to integrate etc.

The more Etherium is used the higher the coin will go and this is why I think it is a coin
to rule all coins.
It gives you 2 things.
1. Diversification as the platform grows it doesn’t depend on one coin or one idea it
is multiple ideas or coins or projects as they are called.
2. Much more upside since at the time of this writing it is at $500 and
psychologically it poses more upside in people’s mind than a coin at $17,000.
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As Etherium gains popularity through everyones understanding what it is then you will
see a massive surge.
**Let’s take a look at some rules for trading cryptos. Break this into chunks and write
down your notes on a separate piece of paper.
Swing Trading Crypto Currencies Roadmap and Ben Truth’s
December 2017
6 TRADING PILLARS - PATIENCE. DISCIPLINE. STICK TO THE PLAN.
RECOGNIZE GREED AND FEAR. MANAGE RISK.
PRE-MARKET - Early morning
- Check your watchlist, are there any movers. (these are ones you haven’t
entered yet)
- Coinmarketcap.com to check your movers, view charts, and where the coins
are trading (markets tab)
- Bitcoinwisdom for solid charting
- Google “latest news for Bitcoin, Ethereum” etc….
- Check Twitter by searching the ticker of the coin by writing this $BTC or $ETC
or $LTC fill in your coin preceded with a dollar symbol to search the
conversations.
- Search movers thru coinmarketcap with a $500,000+ average. vol., make
sure the 3 month chart is in an uptrend, news and charts, Identify the pattern
Refer to my pattern videos here.
- VERY IMPORTANT: Narrow down coins by best chart, biggest volume and
6-8% gainers. Make sure the pattern applies!!
DURING Day
- All day check Twitter for specific coins and individual comments to see what
the sentiment is. As long as sentiment is positive and chatter is HOT stay
long.
POST Day/Evening
- Review watchlist. Keep any on? Move some of the dead coins off.
- Research, research research.
o Make sure each underlying coin has value to it.
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o Each coin should have an underlying business that makes sense in the
real world. STAY AWAY From coins you don’t understand.
o Each coin should have a large twitter following.

CHARTING AND PATTERNS
-

-

-

-

Use daily charts to identify patterns. Use weekly/monthly if more data or
history needed. Pattern recognition is key to learning when coins are moving
and will stop
Want uptrending stocks that have soared in the past
Look for repeat patterns to play again and again
VERY IMPORTANT IN CHARTING: Look to the left to see what’s
happening to the right. Chart patterns repeat. Want good looking charts
Play pattern set-ups, price action and twitter sentiment
Sideways patterns, base building is fine, just wait
Identify floors, resistance and ceilings. Draw base, trend, resistance, ceiling
lines. When it breaks higher make an entry!
Look at breakouts with volume
A good pullback pattern is a stock that goes over its intraday morning high,
then breaks it and pulls back. Wait for volume to take it back. Pullback must
be 3%, 5%, 10%.... 12% is the best.
Also nice if pullback occurs during a broad sell-off of other currencies.
+Patterns; cup/cup with handle, stair step up and to right, W, reverse head
and shoulder, curl up/turn up, double/triple bottom, pennants, wedges, bottom
bouncer
– Pattern , head and shoulder.

**** What it looks like when a hot coin is setting up!****
Want buzz, buzz on twitter, coin pops, fizzles, flats, forms base, then buy break of upper
resistance level on expanding volume. Always get move confirmation action first
before buying. Could occur over a hours, days, or weeks. BE PATIENT!
Our videos and courses will go over all these in detail!
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EXTRA TIPS ON TRADING
A larger price range is better, pay lower with larger potential reward.
Breaking new highs is good. Coins right under 52 week high, good.
Pro tip learn charting.
When in a huge running trade, sell on strong gap up big.
Looking for momentum and continuous momentum, carry through and ride the momo.
Avoid coins with drama.
Stay in a position as long as it is acting “correctly”. Going up! Little pullbacks are
healthy!
Take profit…. pennies on pennies, dimes on dollars, and take dollars on big dollar
stocks.
VERY IMPORTANT: Pay yourself weekly.
NEWS: Look for buzzwords in headlines to help get to those that matter to individual
coins such as partnerships with huge name brands; Like wechat and XEM integrating
each other so that people use XEM as a coin to pay each other with on the platform.
Also please don’t forget to start here.

TRADING CRYPTO RULES TO PRINT!
Make sure you go here to get even more awesome info!
NEVER ADD TO A LOSING POSITION
RULE #1
Never invest in a losing position. Never!!!!!
RULE #2
Go back to Rule # 1 NEVER invest in a loser.
INVEST ON THE SIDE THAT IS WINNING
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RULE #3
Learn to trade like a mercenary guerrilla.
The great Jesse Livermore once said that it is not our duty to trade upon the bullish
side, nor the bearish side, but upon the winning side. This is brilliance of the first order.
We must indeed learn to fight/invest on the winning side, and we must be willing to
change sides immediately when one side has gained the upper hand.
DON'T HOLD ON TO LOSING POSITIONS
RULE #4
Capital is in two varieties: Mental and Real, and, of the two, the mental capital is the
most important.
GO WHERE THE STRENGTH IS
RULE #5
Our objective is higher lows up and to the right, that is the strength.
You can learn that here! Only $2.99 to start.

RULE #6
Sell markets that show the greatest weakness; buy markets that show the greatest
strength. If you see one thing rallying, and your coin is dead, move quickly.
MAKING "LOGICAL" PLAYS IS COSTLY
RULE #7
In a Bull Market we can only be long or neutral...in a bear market we can only be
bearish or neutral.
RULE #8
"Markets can remain illogical far longer than you or I can remain solvent.
RULE #9
Don’t overthink. If it follows your rules, pull the trigger.
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Do more research:
RULE # 10
Research more than you trade or invest.
RULE # 11
Keep your technical charting simple.
Make sure that you don’t shift out of the wave that is coming. If you need our help to
maximize everything we will be doing a masterclass soon!
Final Notes: Do not do this alone. First have someone hold your hand that you can trust
to get through this!
Cheers!
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